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Abstract--Reliability is one of the quantifiable quality features of the software. Software reliability growth 

models (SRGMs) are used to assess the reliability achieve at different test times based on statistical learning 

models. Conventional time based SRGMS may not be accurate enough in all situations and such models 

cannot identify errors in small and medium sized applications. Numerous traditional reliability measures are 

used to test software errors during application development and testing. In the software testing and 

maintenance phase, however, new errors are taken into account in real time in order to determine the 

reliability estimate. In this article, we suggest using the Weibull model as a computational approach to 

solving the problem of software reliability modeling. In the anticipated model, a new distribution model is 

projected to develop the reliability estimation method.  We compute the model developed and balance its 

presentation through additional popular software reliability increase models commencing the literature. Our 

test consequences demonstrate that the planned Model is greater to S-shaped Yamada, comprehensive 

Poisson, NHPP. 

Keywords: Software reliability, Software Reliability Growth Models, Testing, Statistical dependencies, 

Accuracy. 
 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Software-based systems play a predominant role in this modern world. In the future, the dependency on 

software systems will increase exponentially. In such a situation, these software systems should work properly. 

The expectation of a user community of any kind of software system is only one that is nothing more than 

software that is of very good quality. The meaning of quality in this context is: "The software should do what 

it should do, and it should not do what it should not do." According to this quality meaning, both Dos and Don 

should be concentrated. 

To better understand software excellence, the various factors that authority software superiority should be 

examined. The factors affecting software quality are usability, performance, maintainability, reliability, etc. In 

order to distribute the software with elevated excellence, we need to improve the level of quality factors. In this 

view, software quality can be improved by increasing the dependability of the software. The present occupation 

examines the reliability of software under various software quality factors. The reliability of the software can 

survive uttered as the chance that it will effort successfully in a certain background used for a assured age of 

point.  

Early Software Reliability Models (SRGM) represents the association between failure time and cumulative 

number of faults detect so far. “Many of these SRGMs have been proposed as parametric [1–14] and non- 

parametric [15–18] models in order to estimate future failure time of occurrence and assess the growth of 

software reliability during the test phase. Traditional SRGMs are on the basis of the principle that the mean 
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value depends on the model follows either exponential growth [1, 3], or S-shaped growth [2, 11] or both [4–8]” 

[23]. 

The main purpose of SRGM is to build software quality at a low cost in a sensible period through 

beloved dependability. In process of reliability is single of the agent capacities. . The reliability of the software 

is essentially definite as the possibility of a predictable over quantify operation time interval. “It would be 

helpful to know the probability of failure free operation of a software system for a specified period of time” 

[10]. 

Several software models are used to improve the software measure of reliability and it can be classified into 

two levels namely prediction and estimation models. “These two techniques are based on the observation and 

compilation of failure data and the evaluation with statistical hypothesis. At first, using the prediction model, 

software reliability can be predicted initially in development step and improvements can be initiated to advance 

reliability” [10]. The other is to approximate the factor standards based on calculated or experimental data 

containing chance information. 

 

Software dependability models are mainly of two kinds: one is with density defect [8] and second one is with 

increasing software reliability [9].” First kind of model see models so as to make an effort to predict software 

reliability based on design parameters and use implementation property such as nested loops, number of rows, 

input / output Estimate the number of software errors present”[23].”The second types, software reliability 

growth models, are applied on models that try to predict the reliability of software based on test data”[23]. 

“These models seek to show the relationship between fault detection data and well-known mathematical 

function such as Exponential and logarithmic functions” [23]. The suitability of these models depends on the 

level of correlation between the tests 

 

In general,” these models symbolize an increasing quantitative move toward to the extent of the software 

request” [10]. “Mainly the software reliability focused on results like faults and failures ignore the software 

development process. However, the complexity is reduced and an appropriate plan is made and new methods 

are introduced which are applied in some classes. So, we have to choose the correct model that suits our 

particular case” [10]. “In addition, the modeling results cannot be believed and applied blindly” [10]. in the 

present article, we suggest a dependability model base on software prediction. 

this article is well thought-out like this: next section-II deals through nhpp, in section iii the data sets 

considered, section iv deals with at least square estimate, in section v, the software reliability model based on 

Weibull distribution is highlighted. conclusion of article in section vi. 

 

2. Non homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) 

a non-homogeneous stochastic Poisson procedure is a progression using the limitation λ (t) it specifies several 

stochastic developments, which included forecasting forecasts for a sure value. the present process is definitely 

an extension of this model here λ (t) can be a random process. the non-homogeneous poission process model 

consists of determining an average significance task to indicate until a certain time the projected digit of failures 

practiced. 
 

3. Data set 

 

In this case study, we organize the model on KC2 dataset from NASA and the failures are projected 

accurately. The failure data so obtained is tested for correctness using Specificity, Sensitivity and F-measure. 

The original dataset of KC2 and its taxonomy process by Gaussian Mixture Model are existing below 
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Table 1: Data Set 

 

Graph-1: Failures in the given dataset 

4. Least square estimation method 

least squares parameter estimation involves discovering unknown variables during a certain solution. the 

function of knowledge is vital. it's a quite common approach the best method is minimizing the sum of squares 

of residuals, it is being the difference between an observed value and model provided the fitted value. the 

problem of least squares is occurred in regression analysis. During testing the statistical inference to failure data 

is obtained. the formula which is specified through least square evaluation is 

y=a+bx where y is dependent variable,x is experimental variable, 

Table 2. Least square estimation 

Dataset # a B 

1 31.524466 0.029012 

 

2 23.655141  0.026521 
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5. Software reliability model based on Weibull distribution and Experimentation 

In this method we have developed a new statistical method based on weilbul distribution and the formula for 

the estimate the PDF is presented below.  

𝒇(𝒙) = ∑
𝟏

𝟐𝜋

𝟏

𝒙=𝟎

𝒆
−(

𝒙−𝒂

𝒃
)(µ−𝝈)

                                                                   (𝟏) 

The values of a,b are estimated using the least square method and the values of  µ and σ are estimated from 

the dataset.  
 

5.1 Experimentation 

 

Two data sets are considered for the experimentation. Each of the error values are given to the model to 

estimate the probability density functions.  

Determination of fitness rate. to calculate fitness, calculate A regularized RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) 

is selected. it is also identified as standard error and standard regression error. A Root mean square error 

measurement better fit means nearer to zero. To calculate standardized RMSE see the below equation  

 

                               NRMSE    = 
 1

𝑛
√[

1

𝑛
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖 ]           (2) 

 

where n: is the no of data points.  

xi:  ith point of observed data i.e orginal data 

yi:  PDF  

Table 3. Estimation Failures 

 
 

The methodology is tested against efficiency based on MSE and metrics such as sensivity and specificity. “We 

calculate and balance the goodness of fit (GoF) act of the proposed model using NRMSE” [22]. to calculate the 
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square of the distinction among the real and expected values NRMSE is used. The smaller NRMS Eindicate the 

smallest adjustment error and better performance. 

Table 4. NRMSE for test data 

 
 

Sensitivity, Specificity, and F-measure are used to test the efficiency of the model.  And the values obtained are 

tabulated below in Table 

Table 5. Sensitivity, specificity and F-measure 

True Postive  False positive   Specificity  Sensitivity  F-measure  

0.96  0.21 0.93.7 0.91  0.93  

0.80 0.25 0.89 0.87  0.79 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

Software reliability is an important sophistication to quantifies the operational profile of computer systems. We 

proposed a software reliability growth model based on Weibull distribution. to estimating and monitoring 

software reliability the model is mainly used to calculate quality of software. Based on interval domain data 

developed the maximum likelihood estimates the parameters to find the equations. we conclude that our 

approach to estimation and the control chart are giving a positive recommendation based on mse and metrics 

based on sensitivity and specificity. this is an efficient method for validation and is convenient for practitioners 

in software reliability. in the present work the methodology is better than the procedure adopts by xie et al 

[2002]. Therefore, for an early detection of software failures we may conclude that the present model is the 

most suitable choice 
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